
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 465, 2017 Ç.M. V. BabihBIRATIONAL DARBOUX COORDINATES ONNILPOTENT COADJOINT ORBITS CLASSICALCOMPLEX LIE GROUPS, JORDAN BLOCKS 2× 2Abstrat. A problem of the onstruting of the birational Darbouxoordinates on the nilpotent oadjoint orbits of the omplex Liegroups SO(N;C) and Sp(N;C) is onsidered. The nilpotent aseis the most diÆult ase of the orbits. The diÆulties arise if theJordan bloks of the di�erent parities of the sizes present in theJordan form of the matries from the orbit. The desired oordinateshas been found on the orbits onsisting of the matries with theJordan bloks of the sizes one and two. The expliit formulae forthe oordinates are presented.
§1. Introdution. NotationsAny oadjoint orbit of a Lie group equipped with the anonial Lie-Poison{Kirillov{Kostant two-form is the sympleti manifold. ClassialDarboux theorem states that there are suh oordinates that the formhas the anonial form ∑k dpk ∧ dqk , but it is non-trivial problem to �ndsuh oordinates.The rational Darboux oordinates on the orbits of the lassial Liegroups were onstruted in [2℄. The only restrition was made for theJordan type of the orbits for the orthogonal and the sympleti groups:there should not be Jordan bloks in the zero root-spae. We onsider theompliated ase of the nilpotent orbits now, and present the anonialoordinates for the ase of the presene of 2 × 2 Jordan bloks, in otherwords we onsider the ase of matries from the algebras so(N;C) andsp(N;C) satisfying A2 = 0.From the beginning we onsider the orthogonal and the sympletiases simultaneously. The groups SO(N) and Sp(N) preserve the salarprodut 〈· · · ; · · · 〉 on CN that is either symmetri or skew-symmetri.Key words and phrases: oadjoint orbit, lassial Lie groups, Lie{Poisson{Kirillov{Kostant form, sympleti �bration, projetion-ag oordinates.This work is supported by the Russian Siene Foundation (projet no.14-11-00598).5



6 M. V. BABICHLet us numerate basi vetors ei symmetrially, index i belongs to a set
±[N=2℄;±([N=2℄− 1); : : : ;±1 and the zero value for odd N .De�nition 1. A basis is alled standard if its Gram matrix1 g is




0 0 �0 1 0� 0 0 ( 0 �

−� 0) or (0 �� 0) ;where � is a square anti-diagonal matrix, onsisting of units. It is thematrix of the inversion:� = 


0 0 : : : 0 10 0 : : : 1 0... ... . . . ... ...0 1 : : : 0 01 0 : : : 0 0


:For the orthogonal groups g2 = I, for the sympleti groups g2 = −I, inany ases gT = g−1.Our ground �eld is C, onsequently there are non-zero isotropi vetors

〈�; �〉 = 0 even in the orthogonal ase.De�nition 2. The subspae L is alled isotropi, if it onsists of theisotropi vetors: � ∈ L ⇒ 〈�; �〉 = 0.If a standard basis has given, an example of isotropi spae is a oor-dinate subspae enveloping several oordinate vetors with the indexes ofthe same sign.An orthogonal omplement L⊥ to the spae L is alled a set of all vetorsorthogonal to all vetors of L:� ∈ L⊥ ⇔ 〈�; �〉 = 0 ∀� ∈ L:An orthogonal omplement to a subspae is a subspae too. For thenon-zero isotropi L, L ⊂ L⊥ 6= V , onsequently L + L⊥ = L⊥ 6= V .Nevertheless some usual identities take plae
• (L⊥)⊥ = L,
• dimL+ dimL⊥ = dimV .1A Gram matrix of the set of vetors f1; f2; : : : is a matrix of their pairwise produtsgij := 〈fi; fj〉.



ON BIRATIONAL DARBOUX COORDINATES 7There is a simple orthogonal transformation that transforms a givenisotropi subspae to the oordinate subspae of the same dimension. Thetransformation has the triangular form and an be easily fatorized onthe produt of two projetions parallel to the oordinate subspaes of thestandard basis:



I 0 0? I 0? ? I = 


I 0 0? I 0? 0 I


I 0 00 I 00 ? I :An eigenspae (the kernel) is not isotropi in the ase of the orthogonalor sympleti nilpotent matrix. It is the sours of all the diÆulties in thease. Nevertheless there are isotropi subspaes of the kernel, namely theintersetions of the kernel and the images of the powers of the matrix.Always the image and the kernel are the orthogonal omplements of eahother. In our ase A2 = 0, the kernel ontains the image, so the isotropisubspae in question is just the image. It simpli�es the formulae and makespossible to tolwe the problem.Let us split the standard basis on three sets of vetors in aordanewith the dimension of the image of A:

{e} = {e−; e0; e+};the number of vetors in e± is equal to the dimension of the image of A,it is the number of the Jordan bloks 2× 2. The number of vetors in e0is the number of eigenvetors without the generalized eigenvetors.If the �rst set of the basi vetors forms the image of A (the image isontained in the kernel), and the seond set of the basi vetors ompleatsthe kernel, the matrix from the orbit takes the form 


0 0 �0 0 �̃0 0 0, where �and �̃ are some matrix bloks.Let us denote a matrix of the projetion of the the �rst set e− of thebasi vetors on the image of A parallel to e0 ∪ e− by 


I 0 0q I 0q� 0 I ; anddenote the matrix of the projetion of the set e0 on the kernel of A parallelto e+ by 


I 0 00 I 00 q̃ I.



8 M. V. BABICHWe get a representationA = 


I 0 0q I 0q� q̃ I 

0 0 �0 0 �̃0 0 0 


I 0 0q I 0q� q̃ I−1of A from the algebraially open subset of the orbit.Let us denote the transposing with respet to the antidiagonal by thesupersript \⊢": A⊢ = �AT � , (A⊢)ij = (A⊢)−j−i.Conditions that f belongs to the group and A belongs to the algebra arefTgf = g and AT g+gA = 0. In the standard basis g = Ĩ� , where Ĩ = I forthe orthogonal group, and Ĩ = diag(I;−I) for the sympleti group. Theonditions an be rewritten asĨf⊢Ĩf = I; A⊢ = −ĨAĨ;in the standard basis.From this symmetry follows that �̃ = 0, onsequentlyA = 


I 0 0q I 0q� q̃ I


0 0 �0 0 00 0 0


I 0 0q I 0q� q̃ I−1 :Let us treat Ĩ as symbol of variable size, like unit matrix I. So in our for-mulae square matries Ĩ; I have the sizes that are neessary for the presentsituation.The fator 


I 0 0q I 0q� q̃ I belongs to the group, it implies q̃ = −q⊢Ĩ⊢,and q� ± q⊢

�
± q⊢Ĩq = 0. The simple veri�ations shows that these are theonly restritions on the matrix-value parameters q; q�; �:�⊢ ± � = 0; q� ± q⊢

�
= ∓q⊢Ĩq;where the upper sign orresponds to the orthogonal groups and the lowersign orresponds to the sympleti groups. In other words q is arbitrary,� is arbitrary skew-symmetri (or symmetri), q� has arbitrary skew-symmetri (or symmetri) part and its symmetri (skew-symmetri) partis uniquely de�ned by q.
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§2. Calulation of the sympleti form.The Lie{Poisson{Kirillov{Kostant forms !so and !sp on the orbits inso(N;C) and sp(N;C) are the ontrations of the form !gl living on theorresponding orbit in gl(N;C), the !so and !sp -orbits are the submani-folds of the orbit of the general linear group, onsequently we an use theformula for gl(N;C) from [1℄ for the alulation in so(N;C) and sp(N;C).The alulation gives:A = 


I 0 0q I 0q� 0 I


0 −�q̃ �0 0 00 0 0


I 0 0q I 0q� 0 I−1 ; q̃ = −q⊢Ĩ⊢;onsequently for both types of groups! = tr d(�q⊢) ∧ Ĩ⊢dq + tr d� ∧ dq�:It is not the �nite answer beause elements of the matries in the formulaare not independent. The further onsideration depends on the parity ofthe number of rows of q, it is the dimension of e0. In the ase of thesympleti group Sp(N;C) this number is always even, it is a simple asethat we onsider in the afterword. The same method an be applied tothe orbit of the orthogonal group too, but in that partial ase when thenumber of the eigenvetors without the generalized eigenvetors is even.Otherwise we should apply the general formulae from the next setion.

§3. Orbits of the orthogonal group.From now let all indexes takes the natural values and numerates rowsand olumns of our bloks in a usual way. Let � be nondegenerated an-tisymmetrial 2n × 2n matrix: �⊢ = −� and Ĩ = diag(I;−I) be onstantantisymmetrial matrix2. We need a following version of the Lagrangianmethod of the diagonalization of the quadrati form by the triangulartransformation.Lemma 1. Matrix � an be rationally fatorized to the produt � = �Ĩ�⊢on the algebraially open subset of the set of antisymmetrial matries.2We onsider the symmetry with respet to the antidiagonal.



10 M. V. BABICHMatrix � has the form
� = 



1 0b2;1 2 · · ·
0 00 0 · · ·

0 00 a2;2n... . . . · · ·
. . . ...bij · · ·

n 00 1 · · · ak;l... . . . · · ·
. . . ...b2n−1;1 00 0 · · ·

0 00 0 · · ·
1 a2n−1;2n0 1


The indexes i; j satisfy i > j; i + j < 2n + 1, and indexes k; l satisfyi < j; i+ j > 2n+1. Funtions ai;j(�); bk;l(�); m(�) are 2n(2n− 1)=2 freerational parameters of an arbitrary antisymmetrial 2n× 2n matrix �.Proof. Let us denote the values \on the boundary" of � in the followingway: � = 


 a 0b �̃ −a⊢0 −b⊢ − 

 ;  ∈ C; b ∈ C
2n−2; a ∈ (C2n−2)⊢;it an be done on the open subset �1;1 =:  6= 0. The multipliation gives




 a 0b �̃ −a⊢0 −b⊢ − 

 = 


 0 0b I a⊢0 0 1 






1 0 0b �1 00 0 −1 


1 a 00 I 00 b⊢  ;where �1 = �̃+ a⊢b⊢ − ba is a new antisymmetrial matrix of the smallersize. The proess an be iterated. �Lemma 2. For any matries A;B;C with the proper sizestr d(AB) ∧ dC = tr dA ∧ d(CB) + tr dB ∧ d(CA):Proof. Let us rewrite the summand from the left-hand side in oordinates:d(AijBjk) ∧ dCki = dAij ∧BjkdCki + dBjk ∧ (dCki)Aij= dAij ∧ d(BjkCki) + dBjk ∧ d(CkiAij)

− (dAij ∧ (dBjk)Cki + dBjk ∧ CkidAij) :The last braket is zero beause df ∧ gdh = g(df ∧ dh) = −dh ∧ gdf . �



ON BIRATIONAL DARBOUX COORDINATES 11For SO(N;C) the sympleti form is equal tr d(�q⊢) ∧ dq + tr d� ∧ dq�.The substitution of � = �Ĩ�⊢ and transformation using the derived formulagives! = tr d(�Ĩ�⊢q⊢) ∧ dq + tr d�Ĩ�⊢ ∧ dq�= tr Ĩdq⊢1 ∧ dq1 + tr d� ∧ Ĩ�⊢
(q⊢q + q⊠

) ;where q1 := q�, q⊠ := q� − q⊢
�
.Let us onsider the summand tr Ĩdq⊢1 ∧dq1. Matrix q (and q1 too) has aneven number of olumns 2n beause orthogonal matrix has even number ofthe Jordan bloks of the even sizes, let us split q1 on two halves (q−; q+) :=q1 = q�. We an transform the summand:tr Ĩdq⊢1 ∧ dq1 = tr d(I 00 −I)(q⊢+q⊢−)

∧ d (q−; q+) = 2 tr dq⊢+ ∧ dq−We an see that the anonial oordinates on the orbit are the orre-sponding ouples of the matrix elements (q⊢+)ij and (q−)ji and the ouplesof the non-trivial matrix elements of � and the orresponding matrix ele-ments of Ĩ�⊢
(q⊢q + q� − q⊢

�

).
§4. Orbits of the sympleti group.In the sympleti ase the formula for ! an be transformed muh easier.Matrix q has an even number of rows, we split it on two halves: q =: (q−q+),it gives: tr d(�q⊢)∧ Ĩ⊢dq = tr d(2�q⊢+)∧dq−− trd�∧d(q⊢−q+). The formulafor ! beomes tr d(2�q⊢+) ∧ dq+ − tr d� ∧ d(q� − q⊢−q+), and �nitely! = tr d(2�q⊢+) ∧ dq+ + tr d� ∧ d(q� + q⊢

�
− q⊢−q+ − q⊢+q−)=2:We symmetrized matrix q� − q⊢−q+ beause � is symmetri.Finitely the anonial oordinates for the orbit of Sp(N;C) are the ou-ples (2�q⊢+)ij , (q+)ji, and the ouples (�)ij , (q� + q⊢

�
− q⊢−q+− q⊢+q−)ji fori+j < 2n+1 and the anti-diagonal entries (�)i;2n+1−i, (q�−q⊢−q+)i;2n+1−ifor i = 1; 2n.
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